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PART – I  

A. Answer any five questions from 1 to 9. Each carries 1 score.  (5  1 = 5) 

1. The expansion of PDF is _______. 

 

2. Print preview option is available in ________ menu. 

 

3. A picture can be added into a document using _______ menu. 

 

4. The type of tags that require only starting tag is known as ________. 

 

5. Pick the odd one out from the following : 

 (a) <TR> (b) <TH> (c) <DT> 

  

6. Which selector uses the * symbol in place of the tag element ? 

 

7. Pick the odd one out from the following : 

 (a) Create (b) Update (c) Insert 

 

8. SIM stands for _______. 

 

9. The navigation system used to locate a geographical Position on earth is _______. 
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A. 1    9      5      .   

 1    (5  1 = 5) 

1. PDF    ______ .  

 

2.     ______  . 

 

3.      ______  . 

 

4.      _______   .  

 

5.     . 

 (a) <TR> (b) <TH> (c) <DT> 

  

6.     *   selector  ?   

 

7.      : 

 (a) Create (b) Update (c) Insert  

 

8. SIM    ________ . 

 

9.       

________ . 
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B. Answer all questions from 10 to 13. Each carries 1 score.  (4  1 = 4) 

10. Name the printing technique that can be used to print on nylon.  

 (a) Gravure (b) Digital (c) Screen 

 

11. The program code written inside an HTML is known as ________. 

 

12. _______ tag is used to include the External CSS file in a web page. 

  

13. Distance between page boundaries and text margin is ________. 

 

PART – II  

A. Answer any two questions from 14 to 17. Each carries 2 scores. (2  2 = 4) 

 

14. Name any two DTP Software. 

 

15. Differentiate between portrait and landscape page orientations. 

 

16. Distinguish between dynamic and static webpage. 

 

17. Briefly explain Free Hosting. 
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B. 10      13               .                                       

1  .   (4  1 = 4) 

10.        . 

 (a)  Gravure  (b) Digital (c) Screen  

 

11. HTML     _______  . 

 

12.    External CSS   _________  

. 

  

13.       ______ . 
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A. 14      17       2       .  

 2  .    (2  2 = 4) 

 

14.    DTP    .   

 

15.     orientation  . 

 

16. ,      .  

 

17. Free Hosting  . 
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B. Answer any two questions from 18 to 20. Each carries 2 scores.  (2  2 = 4) 

18. Define Primary key and Foreign key. 

 

19. Differentiate between CHAR() and VARCHAR(). 

 

20. Write the use of <Embed> and <Noembed> in HTML. 

 

PART – III  

A. Answer any three questions from 21 to 24. Each carries 3 scores.   (3  3 = 9) 

21. Briefly explain the Formatting features in Writer. 

 

22. Explain the components of SQL. 

 

23. Differentiate between SMS and MMS. 

 

24. Differentiate between cell padding and cell spacing. 

 

B. Answer any two questions from 25 to 27. Each carries 3 scores.   (2  3 = 6) 

 

25. Explain different types of web hosting. 

 

26. What are the three ways of implementing CSS in a web page ? 

 

27. Difference between <Frame> and <Frameset> tag in HTML. 
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  2     (2  2 = 4) 

18. Primary key, Foreign key  . 

 

19. CHAR()  VARCHAR()    .  

 

20. HTML- <Embed>, <Noembed>   . 

 

PART – III  

A. 21      24      3    .  

  3  .   (3  3 = 9) 

21.     .  

 

22. SQL-  . 

 

23. SMS, MMS   . 

 

24.       . 

 

B. 25  27   2   .  

  3       (2  3 = 6) 

25.     .  

 

26.    CSS    ?  

 

27. HTML– <Frame>  <Frameset>     . 
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PART – IV  

A. Answer any three questions from 28 to 31. Each carries 4 scores. (3  4 = 12) 

28. Explain post-press activities. 

   

29. Explain any four text formatting tags in HTML. 

 

30. Explain the role of FTP client software in web hosting. 

 

31. Explain any two cyber crimes against individuals. 

 

B. Answer any one question from 32 to 33. Carries 4 scores.  (1  4 = 4) 

32. Write the steps to prepare an index of a document writer.  

 

33. Explain any two selectors in CSS. 

 

PART – V  

 Answer any two questions from 34 to 36. Each carries 6 scores. (2  6 = 12) 

34. (a) Define Mail Merge.   (2) 

 (b) Write the steps involved in Mail Merging.   (4)  
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A. 28  31    3     

  4  .   (3  4 = 12) 

28. Post-press  .  

   

29. HTML   4     .  

 

30.   FTP client    .   

  

31.      . 

 

B. 32      33     1      .  

 4 .     (1  4 = 4) 

32.     ()   

.  

 

33. CSS-   Selector  . 

PART – V  

 34      36       2        

  6  .   (2  6 = 12) 

34. (a) Mail Merge    (2) 

 (b) Mail merging    (4) 
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35. (a) Briefly explain list tags in HTML.   (3) 

 (b) Write an HTML code using a list tag to display the following on a web page. (3) 

  (1) RAM 

  (2) ROM 

  (3) Cache 

 

36. Briefly explain the advantages of DBMS.   (6) 

__________ 
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35. (a) HTML-     (3) 

 (b)     HTML code List  

 .   (3) 

  1. RAM 

  2. ROM 

  3. Cache    

    

36. DBMS-   . (6) 

__________ 
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